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Microbial Genetics Model Question Paper
This paper critically discusses the increasing trend in human microbiome research to draw on the concept of race. This refers to the attempt to investigate the microbial profile of certain social and ...
Does the human microbiome tell us something about race?
There are regularities in how specific nutrients combine together to shape the taxonomic composition of self-assembled communities, with some types of nutrients dominating other types.
Nutrient dominance governs the assembly of microbial communities in mixed nutrient environments
Constantina Theofanopoulou wanted to study oxytocin. Her graduate work had focused on how the hormone influences human speech development, and now she was preparing to use those findings to ...
A case for simplifying gene nomenclature across different organisms
Response times vary by subject and question complexity. Median response time is 34 minutes and may be longer for new subjects.
What is the significance of the presence of salmonella in foods?
A bold project to read the complete genetic sequences of every known vertebrate species reaches its first milestone by publishing new methods and the first 25 high-quality genomes.
Project to read genomes of all 70,000 vertebrate species reports first discoveries
Constantina Theofanopoulou wanted to study oxytocin. Her graduate work had focused on how the hormone influences human speech development, and now she was preparing to use those findings to ...
Researchers try to simplify gene nomenclature across various organisms
A new study may answer 'one of the greatest mysteries of our time . . . when humans made the first bold journey to the Americas.' ...
Was North America populated by 'stepping stone' migration across Bering Sea?
Scientists are starting to use genetic information from bacteria to measure the health of vast areas of the ocean, writes Eric Jorden Raes, a postdoctoral researcher with the Ocean Frontier Institute.
Sailing from Antarctica to the equator to learn how bacteria affect ocean health
Tinnitus is the perception of a phantom sound and the patient's reaction to it. Although much progress has been made, tinnitus remains a scientific and clinical enigma of high prevalence and high ...
Towards a unification of treatments and interventions for tinnitus patients: The EU research and innovation action UNITI
Scientists are starting to use genetic information from bacteria to measure the health of vast areas of the ocean.
Like the ocean’s ‘gut flora’: we sailed from Antarctica to the equator to learn how bacteria affect ocean health
Some fifteen to twenty years have elapsed since the early work of Caspersson, Schultz, Brachet, and others first clearly suggested that nucleic acids were related to growth and biosynthesis in cells.
Cellular Mechanics in Differentiation and Growth
Wildfires appear to stir up and send the soil-loving fungi into the air, where they can enter people’s lungs. If the fires are helping these disease-causing fungi to get around, could they be sending ...
Wildfires launch microbes into the air. How big of a health risk is that?
The research looked at the genes of five elite track and field athletes and 503 members of the public. More than 100 specific genes known to have a link to speed, power and endurance were honed in on, ...
The importance of genes in athletics
Salt is the term used for compounds formed of ions of sodium, potassium and chloride. Table salt is the general name for sodium chloride. This sodium needed in the human body to regulate fluids and ...
Table Salt In Biological Research
Dr Charles L Christian arrived in New York City in 1953, having grown up in Wichita, Kansas, and graduating from medical school at Case Western Reserve in Cleveland, Ohio. In New York, Dr Christian ...
Charles L Christian: model physician scientist and mentor
Both sets of observations should be used to guide neuroscientific exploration of neurodevelopmental disorders unimpeded by current psychiatric nosology. To appreciate the limitations of current ...
Neurodevelopmental Disorders: What Is to Be Done?
By studying Covid-19 patients, psychiatrists hope to gain new insights about how disorders like schizophrenia and autism arise.
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Covid-19 gave scientists an opening to better understand how brain disorders arise
In 1990, not long after Jean-Marie Robine and Michel Allard began conducting a nationwide study of French centenarians, one of their software programs spat out an error message. An individual in the ...
How Long Can We Live?
Q1 2021 Earnings CallApr 27, 2021, 5:00 p.m. ETContents: Prepared Remarks Questions and Answers Call Participants Prepared Remarks: OperatorGood day, ladies and gentlemen, and welcome to the ...
Illumina Inc (ILMN) Q1 2021 Earnings Call Transcript
We are currently seeing an acceleration of the corporate consolidation of the entire global agrifood chain. The high-tech/data conglomerates, including Amazon, Microsoft, Facebook and Google, have ...
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